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SIR %This bulletin is the second of a cooperative series sponsored-

*

by the National Committee on Research in $1conddry Education.
With the profession of education dem.anding research as a basis for
adaptation of school procedures, research is being undertaken by an
increasing number of agencies and is rapidly involving school prin .
cipils and classroom teachers. The Burau of Education regards
this tendency as wholesome and is seeling to encourage it by lending
its facilities for research to fducational organizations.It is believed that this bulletin will prove helpful to high-school
principals and teachers wim wish to undertake research comcerning
their problems and will encourage them to un'dertiike research.
JNO.

TTGERT,

Colmilseioner.
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AN OUTLINE OF METHODS OF RESEARCH
WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR LEIGH-SCHOOL PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. The need Pr educational research.One of the most persistent
criticisms of educat ion as a science is that it is based too largely on
speculative philosophy; it is a matter of .opinion, of trial and error,
of personal judgment, where one man's opinion is considered as good
as another's. Consequently, the business man, the parent, the man on
the street often feels that his opinion on school- matters is as good as
that of anyone else. The teacher, the princijAl, the superintendent
are often looked upon as theorists, with little, if any, understanding
of life as it really is. This stage in Ale development of education is
rapidly passing. The fact that it is passing is due largely to the

s

E
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widespread interest in research into educational problems of all kinds.
Research aims to discover truth; it is not satisfied with a priori reaoning, nor with subjective judgments, nor with mere speculation
based upon insecure afid unproved data.' Educators everywhere are
looking for facts, for truths upon which to base educational reforms.
They want to know whether the new method actually brings better

results, not wha,some advocates think it will do. They wing to
know wiwther the 60-minute supervised study period actually improves the quality and quantity of the 'pupils' achievement as compared with the old 45-minute recitation period, sand, if so, under
what circumstances.
True progress can come only when ways and mearis of finding facts
and measuring results are ddised. This is especially true of education because it is so complex and the results are so often delved.
Educators have so long merely " carried ol0'and follqwed in the
footsteps of those that have gone before that they take it for granted
that the objectives let up are actually accomplished, when they really

.1

are very much in the dArk about whvat is going on and have no
adequate means of *knowing what the results are.
This attitude óf mind that relies upon trAdition aand. authority,
combined witli the complexiey of the problejn, "has serVed :to defax
.the scientific search for 'truth in education. While scientific resea'rch
in eduoation has not progiessed very far, at least two things have
.

been accomplished: (1) The importance of the discovery bf truth
has been demonstrated, and (2) methods of finding,the truth have
been partially developed.
esA
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2. The teacher as a reseorch worker.Up to the present time
educational research. in common with other forms of truth finding,'
has been confined largely to *the laboratory, to, places where data
could be assembled, dissected, and analyzed apart from the schoolroom, and certain conclusions reached that were sent back to the
schoolroom for use. In the psychological laboratory various ex-

.

,,

periments híave been made to find whht methqd of memorizing is the
most effective. The results showed that the method of memorizing
a .seleCtion as a whole was much piore effective than the old one of
t

learning it in parts. The expert comes to the school and obtains4
certain facts about ittendance, costs, methods of instruction, teachers,
etc. He takes these to his workroom, his laboratory, analyzes them,
and makes his recommendations for improvements. Fhis will
always.remain a very important part of the machinery of research
in education. Certain tgoblems can best be investigated in a place
apart where conditions can be abs'oelntely.controlled. Every school
system should have access to such an agency. The rapid development of Bureaus of Educational Research in our large cities and in
many of the teacher-trainin!i institutions shows that the $importance

.

à.

.

*of this service is now being recognized.
But helpftil and indispensable fui labora ory research is. by its
very isolation it can not carry on certai i types of investigation, nor

I.

reach 'valid conclusions regarding al Inds of schoolroom practices.
Of necessity these laboratory experin nts are usually performed on
iaterial u ike that emelected groups, often of adults, and u
ployed in the classroom in which the i»ilicular lenient under
invetigation is to be found. Data takehé a av froi the school by
the expert are analyzed out of relation to act 1 co ditions of the .
classroom. Much r'search "can be carried ofi on
the classroom
where the process of education is actually taking place, where the
conditions, are normal, and where all the agencies concerned are
functioning as they usually do. In iiAiry ways it is this kind of
research that prpmises the largest returns for improvement of practice. Examples of such research problems for the classroom are:
(1) Which of these two methods is more effective in reducing tardi- .
ness, keeping in after school those :who are tardy or making the first
period in the- morning very attraCtive? (2) 'ISM' the results in
actual achiévement greater when some time is given to teaching
pupils how to study than when they are ihrown on their own re- .I
sources? (3) Do pupils gain appreciably more from five>eriodiLAJ
week than from four if the same content and ihethods are used and
*
other things are equal ?
The teacher and the princi-pal; then, become very important factors
in educational research. In the near future they must assume their
proper share af this responsibilitir. Principals should develop in
.

.
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themselves an attitude of scientific research towaid the problems that
confront them and do all in their power to develop the same attitude
in their teachers.
3. Obstacles in thc way.of research by flu, teceber and principal.
There are many obstacles in tire way. pf reseRrch on the part of the
teacher and of the principal. One of tliese is lack 'of time arid energy
.

for Ole work. The teaching load carried by teachers is often so
greai as to preclude any possihility of time for research. Principals
and boards Of education are still too ofteriobsessed by the traditional
factory point a view. The teaching load is stated interms of the
number of recitations held per day or per week. " Vacant periods"
are so much lost time, w; far aH the school is concerned. The principal is Often so loaded up with petty dut ies that could be performed
as well, and often better. by a secretary that he has no time to find
the truth about the school.
Probably die greatest deterrent to research in the school is the
fact that principals and teachers do nof"know how to do it. Many
teachers ave. eager to try out some plan to investigate some phase
of school work, b. t they do not know how to begill; they have no
conception of the difficulties involved nor of the conditions Oat
must be e,stablished in order to make sure that the data are accurate
and the conclusions valid. Many otherwise splendid investigations
madé by teachers.and principals are made valueless because conditions emential tó research 4tre disregarded. Unfortunately, these
often find their vy into reputable educationtil journals, and teachers
are often confused or led astray by conclusions or recomn*ndations
based upon them.
4. The purpo# of this bulletin.-----The Purpose of this bulletin is to
.give definite help to the Principal and teacher who wish to investigate
some phase of secondary school work. 'Up conditions essential to
scientific research will be briefly stated in langtiage as nontechnical
as possible, and certain types of resewh problems will.--bbriefly
discussed. Finally, some help's will be given onhe method of
reporting the results of msearch4

11. THE CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL TO SCIENTIFIC
r
RE§EARCH
he meaning and purpose of rekearch.Research is not merely
a search for truth; it rnvolves a systematic, purposeful search for
truth. The difference between looking for truths and research may
be crudely illustrated by the' differept methods employed in searching
for a lost article of any kind. Some persons in attempting to find
a lost article look here, there, and everywhere with no system and
no purpose except to find the thing lost. They go upstairs looking
1.
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iii the first placés that come into their heads, then downstairs, then
upstairs again, often looking over and over again in the same places.
Tkey may find the article and often do; they may even find it at
oncé; but whether they find it or not is largely due to chance, and
in the long run miich time is wasted. Other people confronted wid
the same situatioh consider carefully, before they begin to search,
where the article was used last, who used it, and where it is likely to
be. If some promising chie is %discovered by this method, search is
made first in places indicated. If no due isobtAined, a. systematic
search is node, beginning in a 'mum where the article is most likely

to be found and thoroughly ..earching this room isefore g(;ing to
the next. This is systematic, purposeful search; using all availat&
data to guide the search. It iAnay be that more time is sometimes
'Consumed in finding the article than under the haphazara method,
but in the long run it will bring result much more quiackly and,
silrely. Truths have sometimes been discovered b; accident. but
most truth has come to light only after painsta
search and investigation guided by s6entific methods. In ma i y cases where
truth scorns to have been discovered by accit
t has happened
while the investigator. was carefully and ,systematically working on
one possible solution to his problem, and his mind .was so alert that
when the right solution happened to appear he recognized it at
a

.

once.
-

The justice of the point of view jus,t, stated must bAdmitted. The
danger' of limiting inve4igation to those erttinénts in education that
can with our present facilities' be objectively measured must be
clearly recognized. Acknowledgnarnt should be made Vat mere

1iypothr.4is is valimbre even though it may leave to the future the
probtem of verification. The conclusion must be accepted that the
statistical freatment, mere manipulation of figures, may utterly fail
t9 achieve the desired result; it may serve to conceal truth or eviik to

harbor untruth.

In many school survey3 kitandard achievement tests are giVen in
arithmetic and reading. The results of thése are expressed in
numerical terms, aierages of these are taken, and the work of the
'kitchen iii the school is judged by these averages. This is inadequate and incorrect, because (1) these tests do not measure all the
valuable results of teaching, and (2) averages obscure the achievement of individuars in the group. Furthermore, no account is usu,,.ally taken of the native ability ot the groups measured. With the
,,

stress now being placed upon differentiated curriculum 'content to
suit the varying needs of pupils in clifferent schoorgystems, standing&
achievement lipts will more and more lose their value, for any
;

;

individua school..
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On the other hand, the danger of the lubjective judgnient of an
inditidual must clearly be recognized when it is not supported by
lidequak data which are themselves as largely Objective as post;ible.
-While recognizing the value of hypothesis, it must also be insisted
tiuit, wherever possible, research should at least go as far'as possible
toward verification of hypothesis.
All sustained, systematic investigation or inquiry which'seeks facts
or their applicati-on is, then, researA. Although inv(4itigat ions and
inquiries concerning educational procedure arc largely inductive,
reflective studies that result in new applications of est4i&1}ed printerm educational research. Any
ciples may be included under t
testing of educational beliefs or theories by their consistenvy with
ascertainable facts is research.
. Research, a method.Kveping all these points clearly in mind,
let us .see jilSt what research implies. It is. first of all, a method _of
procedure. - The difference bet NNTil SViVIlt Hie researcliand'any other
method Of research for trail) is fotind in the care taken at each ep
of the process.
of education, i* into' be said:
*Turning to the
rru ultimate purpose of all edutiVionnl research is the discovery of pro.
cedures, rules, an(1 principles relatiq to the various aspects of educatioa.
Critical, retlekive thinking is ruquirIld:in \Odell discovered facts an'd principles
may he utilized, as well as original (lain. Thus the answering of any question
about edue#thm by means of critical reflective thinking, based upon the " b6st ",
data'obtainable, may properly be called educatioall rPsearch.1

3. The elements in. research.--In getieral, the steps in researa are
the sank% as those in any process of reasonin'Z They are as follows:
(1) The formliiation of the problem; (2) the assembly of relevant
data; (3) flip critical analysis of data: (4) the development tf an
hyppthesis .or possible solution; (5) testing .the validity of the.
hypothekis 'or v4ificxtion.. These are not to be consideredts necessarily sequ'ential, but merely' as steps hecessary atNome point in the
process of research.
It may be well at this point to call attention to a marked difference
of opinion regarding educational research. This difference has to do
largely with the data to be used qui.with the importance.of complete
verificatioil, Some authorities clearly indicate tluit the' onty data
e., data that can be
admissible in research are objective data,
weighed and measured by definite standards and scales, And from
which all subjective elements are excluded. They give as e.xiitiples .
of this the data tluit form file basis for Audies om the weight and
height of school children, age-'grade classification of pupirsoichieveo
.

in reading, writings mid arithmetic measured by standard
tests. They say that all research shOuld he ba.sed upon data of such

_merit
1111,.......

arallimo.a*

.J1.. ;M.

'1 Monroe, NV. 8., and Johnston, N. B.
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nature that anyone else. amid take them and come to the same- or
similar conclusions. Anything else than this is not research. They
also affirm that research must verify conclusions.

.

.

.. Opposed to this are many who contend that' all data, even those
called objective, have their subjective aspects; that purelysubjective
data based upon. the judgments of teachers are valuabk, often of
. even greater value than data that seem to be more objectiv,e, since
education involves many elements not yet capable of objectiv determination; that opinions of people are legitimate objécts of investigation and are admissible as data. They also affirin that analysis
and hypothesis are in themselves research, even without complete
yerification.: They point out the fact that many of our most valuable scientific truths and laws have been the result merely of analysis, of deductive reasoli'ing based upon knowri truths: reasoning that
has gone no further than hypothesis; for example, the research 'into
differentiated content or method for differing ability -groups.
This may be illustrated by a simple example. Suppose a principal
is interested in investigating the effect of after-school and Saturday
employment upon the work of students in the high school. Taking
the elements given on page 5, scientific research Eegins bSt a careful
statement of the problem. It acts on the principle that 'a problem
_carefully stated is more than half solv0. General terms will not
suffice. Care is taken to single out the item to be inve:stigated and
to state it "clearly and concisely, excluding all irrelevant problems
that natty be interesting in themselves but do not bear on the item to
be investigated. We might state our problem as "How does the
out-of-school lifè.of the student affect the school?" This'is altogether
too geneeal to be useful as a topic. of investigation. It might include
condition of the home, attendance at dances, movies, church, etc.,
as well as emplument. The words " affect thd school " might
include attendance, school activities, school spirit, as iTrell as scholastic standing; if might also include the effect _upon thè teacher and
other kAtients. A much better statement would be "What is flu):
effect upon the wailastic landing of the students of after-school and
Saturday employment. ?" This is much mpise specific and omits many
irrelevant things. Possibly a still Ater statement would be " How
does the scholastic standing of students who 'spend no time in opm%
ployment after school and on Saturdays compare with that of
students who spend varying amounts of time in such employment?"

Here the causal relationship is entirely omitted, and the question
-correspondingly restricted. Another source-of error would be eliminated if the term " employment " were &tidy defined. Does it mean'
for wages only or should work at home where no wages are given be
.
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Next, great care is taken in th assembly of data. Whato-er data
are taken, whether objective or subjective. they are subjected to
rigorous criticism and analpsis in order to discover whether they are
accurate, whether they are the 'test obtainable, and whether they
are relevant to the vroblem under investigation. Research of this
kiffil involves first-hand &wiry, actual contact with facts. Very
&finite methods have been formulated for determining the accuracy
and validity of data.
In the problem stated it is by no means easy to secure reliable
data. The reports of teaclwrs regarding out-of-school emplòyment
are very unreliable. Statements of .tutients from memory of time
spent are also unreliable. Probably the best method is to select a
given week or, month or a period during which a scholastic mark
is given and have each student report each da,i or week the exact
amount 'of time 10- lias spent in employment.'"This is difficult to
secure and even then is inafturate unless checked up by reference to
employers and parents under whom the work has been done. Again,
it, is not always eziy to secure reliable scholastic marks frethe period
under consideration. These should be taken trom the official record*
of the schools and not from the teacher's memory of these records.
After the data are assembled, ti)ey are analyzed with extreme
care in order to find their bearing upon the problem. All irrelevant
material is rejected, no matter how interesting it may be. Other
factors that might influence the scholastic standing must also re-.
ceive attention. A student may be employea in an occupation that
permits time for study, as night cierk in a hotel: sickness or worry
or social dissipation might aTect the school work of a student not
employed ; the natural ability of each student must be taken 'into
considerationthat is, if alit effect of out-of-school employment on
marks is to be investigated. Again, it will not be sufficient to group
together all who are en loyed and compare them with the group
ployed group must be analyzed into those
not employed. The
employed for various amounts of thne, for it may be found that a
certain amount of employmènt has a good effect, while n urger
amount has a bad effect upon sch'ool marks. Care must also be exer.cised that a time of year be taken for the study that is free from
undue disturbance due to holidays. final exnminations, or the like.
After this careful analysis conies the formation of an hypothesis
or tentative ebnciusion. This irivolves freeing the mind from prejudice, so.that, uninfluenced by tradition or personal bias, the tenia.
five conclusion may be the result of the data obtained. No precong&
ceived ideas or prejudices are allowed to have any infruence. The

habit of suspending judgment until all the evidence .is in must be
conelbsions from inadequhte grounds is not
formed. Jumping
Vierated.

I
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The teacher may believe that. students should give their entire'
time to school work and believe that out-of-school employment is
harmful. On this account he may unconsciously put more weight
upon certain data that. tend to prove this opinion and less upon
those opposed to it. Scientific research never 8tarts out to rove anything ; it may start out to see whether a certain hypothesis is true or
not, but its object is not to prove it true or untrue; it is merely to find
what is true.
a
The.hypothesis resulting from the study described should usually

be stated thus: "The relationship between the scholastic standing
and after-sehool employment of the Audentt, in
hiTh
school, investigated

month of
, 192 , is as follows:"
(Here the definite facts are given in detail.) " This seems to indicate that in this schoM out-of-school employment for
honrs a
week has a stimplating effect upon the scholastic standing of the
students." Even here the tentative conclusion stated is questionable;
merely because the group of students who were employed
hours had better marks than those who were not employed and than
those who were employed other lengths of time would no.t prove
a causal relationship. It might happen thiit they were superior in
natife equipment; or the same force, pd5vsib1y ambition, that led them
to seek employment would also cause them to secure better scholastic
marks. Such an investigation should attempt to eliminate all of tlwse
possible variables. This may be done by giving initial tests that
will show the relative intelhgcnce of the two groups, their scholastic
standing when the experiment began, awl,.if possible, any differences
I in ambition that exist.
Nor is the research worker content with the mere statement of the
.4tontative conclusion. Wherever possible-, be attelnpts to find whether
bis hypothesis is correct by the process of validation, of trying it out
in as many situations as possible to see whether 'it works. It should
be followed up with other groups of students in other years, in a
variety of schools and with a variety of methods. Even then a true
scientist usually considees the conclusion as tentative, as merely a
working hypothesis that will be used until a better one can be found.
This, then, is the essence of research. It is a method that takes
nothing for granted, that subjects every fact, every step to careful
sautiny before its acceptance, and absolutely rejects any substitute
for the best fact, the best data obtainable. It keeps an open mind;
it is free from prejudice; it cultivates the habit of suspended judgment, and accepts any conclusion merely as tentative, valid only so
long as it bears the test of trial.
.
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4. Pure reRearch and " practkal" remarch.Charters 2 has called
attention to a very important difference between the steps necessary
for a pure rey-earch worker and those required of what he designates
as the "practical " research worker. It will be helpful to state these
differences briefly.
The pure research worker may select his problem from ansi- field
without regard to the possible usefulness of its solution or to the
practical bearing of the Problem itself. After selecting the problem
his sole concern is its solution by scientific methods. He is in no way
concerned with its practical application. His motto is " truth for

truth's sake."
The practical research worker is profoundly concerned with the
sflection of the problem itself. He first looks over his establishment (his school or class) and finds some weakness or inadequacy,
something that he wishes to improve. From this he selects some
aspect as a problem for research. Having selected it he uses the
same methods for its tolution as those employed 1)3: the pure rësearch
worker.

While the pure research worker stops with the solution. the practical research Zt-orker is not contented with this as a final stop7
" Pure " research workers frequently Hbek to apply their "pure"
results to very mixed practical situations, with dire results to the
unwary. Having start0 with the purpostl of improving his school,
he must, after he has arrived at a possMe solution, actually install
it in the school and see how it works. This will often call for mdi .
fications due to conditions of the school plant lack of money, or
peculiarities of personnel. Educational philosophy to the pure
research worker is incidental. To the practical research man it is
all essential, far more important than research 'method; for the setting of the problem, the fornmlation of the hypothesis, the interpretation of results, and the application of' these results to the school
situation involve expediency and depend upon philosophy. (This is
in reality merely a part of step 5verification, see page 5 involved
in the solution and not a separate stel;.) In other words, the practical research worker in arriving at a solution must take continually
into consideration the practfcal situation in the place where the. im
provement is to be made. The final step that must be taken by this
type of research worker is that of maintainitig the improvement so :
that it will become a permanent part of thé:system. R is yiry iinportant for principars and superintendents th keep th.ese distinctiontt
continually in mind. The object of their research should always bir
01.11.
.....=mwdlowalllimmt

I Charters, W. u. : Pare racoon* and practical rolearch tietin of ad. &Wear"

12 :95-101, Sept., 1925).
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improvement of procedure, and they must recognize that they are
primarily respolisible for seeing that such improvement is actually.
made.
.4
Strictly speaking, the last step stated by Charters is not a step in
research as research, but it is an important duty and function of the
practical regeareh worker in the field of education. By this it is not
meant that the, research wgrker, if he is tt teacher, has the entire
responsibility of seeing that the improvement is actually made; this
must be done in cooperation with the principal and other teachers.
It does emphasize the fact that one who has worked out the solution
is usually in the best position to see that the solution is actually incorporated into the structure and organization of the school.
Education provides ample opportunity for both typv of research,
the pure and the applied. There are so many weak places and inadequacies in all schools that it would séem the part of wisdom for the
principal and teacher to stress the practical side of research, leavin.g
the field of pure research, perhaps, to those who are spending their
entire,time in advanced study.
5. The need for rehoxstigation of research problems. One of the
greatest heeds in educational research to-day is for reinvestigation
of some problems that have already been investigated by some
research worker. Eitication is badly in need of verification of conclusions formed on the basis of single studies. 'there are so many
possibilities of error in securing data, the conditions are often so
complex, the data themselves so imperfect, that conclusions cah not
be considered in any way as final.
Probably One of the greatest services that a high-school principal
ór teacher can render is to take some study already made and
carefully duplicate it in Purpose and method under conditions
somewhat different from those of the original study. This will be
the best m6thod of getting intimately acgRaúlted with real methods
'of research and at the same time of performing a very real ervice
to educatiOn.
.

Ill. THE QUALIFICATIONS(FOR THE RESEARCH
WORKER

F

.

.

r.

.

From the foregoing discussion it must be apparent that all teachers
are not. fitted to do research work. Fitass for sudi work is partly
a niattr pf pative endoivment and partly a matter of training.
Those who do not have ale natural endowment or the training should

not attempt if.
our enthusiasm over the possibilities of reseirch in education we have
perhaps attempted to make scientific iorkers of too many people who are

e.-;-In

Unfitted by nature, temperament, and general education.'

T. Il. I Problems in econdary education that need olution (School Life,
: 47, Feb" 1928),
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7Courtis 4 has summed up the qualifications of a research worker\
as follows:

1. Emotional factorRDrire.
One can not do successful research work unless (a) he has the urge that
comes from curiosity. (b) he takes pleasure in self-expression, in creation,
(c) he feels that such work will be of real value either to himself or to
others.

2. KnowledgeEfficienry.
No one

is ready to do effective research until

lw has

deeloped the

111..

following:

(a) Ability to find quickly, to SI leet, and to utilize the results of previous
research.

s

(b) Knowledge of and facility in wiling approved experimental firocedures,
induct.ve and deductive pruresses, logic and experimentation.
(c) Skill in using approved educational measuring instruments.
(d) Skill in analytical methods, statistical and graphic.
(c) Ability to generalize: to know when and how to make safe getwralizatkns,
(1) Skill in verification involving criticism and prediction.
(g) Ability to select and organize the materials used in the investigation and
to report the methods and results.
3. VolitionControl.
The volitional factors necessary Hwy be outlined as folbgys:
(a) Visible eviilence.
(1) Courage.
(2) Persistence.
(3) Open-mindedness.

(4) 4um:lity.
(5) Faith.
(b) General powers.'

>

(1) Self-direCtionIndepehdence in thought.
(2) Self-appraisalPowtr to know one's strength anti limItationit,

(3) Self-controlRower of self-control,
(c) Cnnvictions.
(1) About n'aturP=---I nity of law, evolution, cause and effect.
(2) About selfPotentialities, social consciousness, control of self.

(3) About opportunityDeality and poss bility of discovery of, truth,

.

possibilities of growth in self and progress of society.

It will be helpful for each one who desires to begin research to
examine this suggestive outline and make some attempt af selfappraisal in order to find whether he has the necessary personal
equipment to insure success in his undertaking. An interesting outline for suchself-appraisal is given by Carl E. Seashore in an open
letter to seniors, published by the.National Research Council.°
Couttis, S. A. The development of obiliti hi mean* (Studies in Education, Tear.
book No. XV, the Nat. Soc. of College Teachers ot Ed., 85 pp.4 1920). Adapted.
s To Ails Hst of powers given hy Court% we might well add " common sense."
This may be obtaineeby communicating with the National Research Council, Wadi*
ington, D. C. Anotlier helpful 1IL has beep compiled by Milton Fairchild from replies
received from " scientists studying Inanimate nature." This may be obtained by writing
Milton Fairchild, The Character Education Institution. U. S. A., 3770 McKinley Street
(°hevy Chase), Washington, D. C.

.
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IV. TYPES OF RESEARCH PROBLEMS
There are many kinds of research problems that present themselves

to the teacher and the administrator that are well worth investigating. These vary somewhat in their method of attack and their
technique. While there is often nol clear and sharp line of demarkation between them, four types of problems may, for our present
purpose, be recognized: (1) The historical, (2) the experimental,
(3) the philosophical, and (4) the survey. Each of these will be
briefly discussed, and the procedures and technique peculiar to each

will be outlined.
1. The historical type.This type of research problem deals, as
its
name indicates, with historical material. It may seek to discover
some *historical facts or to present in a connected way the (levelopment of a certain type of school, for example, " Quaker education in
the Colony and State of New 'Jersey," by Thomas Woo(ly.7 In this
the author seeks to discover the schools established by the Quakers in
New Jersey during a certain period, to find what their purpose was,
and to present,the development in a connected planner. No attempt
is made to show their influence uporf.the establishinerevelop:
ment of public schools. He does *:how. however, the influences and
the beliefs that brought about the ysi ablishment of the Quaker
schools. Marcus L. Jernegan, in his " lkginnings of public education in New England," 8 has practically the same problem. He
brings to light the various causesThat influenced the establishment
of the early colonial. schools in New England, discovers and assembles cirtain facts regarding their establishment, and shows, among
other things, the entire lack of positive evidence that the Boston
Latin School was really opened in 1635.
In this type of problem there are certain crucial points of method
that are of special importance. The first has to do with the re
liability of the source. Anyone who wishes to undertake an historical problem will do well to study carefully the nuiterial found
in the references under "Historical research," on.page 29. By no
means all statements that are found in. print- or-1'h manuscript are
reliable. JuA because a statement is recorded in the minutes of a
school committee or printed in a superintendent's report, it should
not be taken as a fact unless it meets the tests laid down. It mu§t,
be ascertained, in the first place, whether the document itself is
genuine; whether it was written at the time when it is supposed to
have been written. If found to be genuine, are the statements of fact
records of happenings or ,of opinion?, of the writer regarding what
happened t This opinion or observation may be valuable, and often
IN
41.

I Published by the author. Plkiladelphin. 1923..
' School Review, 28 : 819-830, 881t80, May and June, 1815b
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corroborative evidence, but. it is by no means as valuable as a
statement of a fact. The opinion of an eyewitness or contemporary, especially if he is a trained observer, is much more valuable
than that of a person who was not an eyewitness and nntrained.

is,

RS

After all data

are

in and checked, there is still the problem of

proper and legitimate interpretation and inference. Great care must
be taken in treating facts as facts and not reading into them other
things that, in the light of recent developments. might be expected
to have been in tb original statements.

Great care and rigid in-

tegrity should be exercised in dealing with all facts and all inferences. It is not wise to undertake this type of reseiirch unless one
has been thoroughly trained in its technique or has the advantage
of the guidance of expert advice.
Many ()pportunities will be found for investigations of an historical nature: original material will often be brought to light in
cleaning Out old closets, basements, and attics. Principa6 should
never allow old reports and records to be detroyed until they have
been very carefully looked over to see whether they contain material
that may prove of value.
2. The experimental type.The experimental problem involves
the discovery o.f the effect of a g.iiren'elemenit. Its method is direct
manipulation, working with the given element, and observation. It
is not historical, because it deals with a,present sit uation; it actually
introduces experimental elements or singles them out, and observes
and evaluates outcomes. It is possibly the most difficult form of
research to undertake 'outside of a laboratory, but one that promises

the best ultimate returns for -the school in the improvement of
Its difficulty lies in the problem of isolation, of elements,
of control of conditions, and of actually determining whether the
observed result is or is not the result of the element introduced.
The success of the experiment depends upon the following conditions:
1. Selecticin of a workable problem.
2. The ability of the experimentér to control conditions so as to
keep all factors and elements the same throughout the experiment
except the element or elements whose effect is to be studiedre
3: Selection and introduction of 'elements that are not ciimplex
but comparatively simple.
4. The ability to measure the changes ó"f'results obtained.
Unless these conditions can be, reasonably well assured, the time
and energy spent on experimentation must largely be fruilless.
These condit*is. may be illustrated by comparing an experiment
in science with anNcperiment in education. The physicist and° the
chemist can more etitily fulfill these conditions than can the teacher,
because of the nature-of the fottes and elements involved. Sbuppose
practice.

I

rI
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the investigator wishes to test the effect of different amounts of an
acid on a given organism. He Rrovides for uniform conditions by
selecting individuals of the given organisin that aere alike; he keeps
the temperature uniform; he prepares the acid so that it :hail be of
a given purity. He then prepares his different acid strengths and
makes repeated teAs pn the organisms and observes the.results. He
has largely controlled tht conditions.'
It is much more difficult in the educational experiment. Suppose
it is desired to test the relative effect on English vocabulary of the
method of definitely teaching derivatives in Latin as compared with
the ordinary method of tnmslation of Latin sentences with no teaching of derivatives. At once the difficulty of securing uniform in,
dividuals or equivalent group, upon which to try the experiment
arises.

The same group obviously can not be used for the two parts of the
experiment. for whiqllever tnethod is first used will produce some
results, and so the group will not be the same at the beginning of eadi
trial. When the att(;mpt is made to secure two groups that are
equivalent difference:; in mental ability, in English ability, in rate of
karning, in outside influences, etc., appear.
Even sopposing that all these can be eliminated, there are still
differencek in outside influences, holm and street, that may cause the
given results rather than the method used in the classroom. There
are also differences due to different teachers; or if the szuue teacher
teaches each 'section, she may not be equally well tidapted to the twq
diffrent methods. Hence the difficulty of securing satisfactory
conditions IS very great. In Snell an experiml probably the gest
method that can be employed is as follows:
1. Select two groups of students that are as nfbarly alike;as possible
in year in school, in previous preparation, in mental ability, in
compqrative number of boys and girls, in size
of groups, social back.

p.

9

,

t

pled, etc.

Q. Give each an initial vocabulary test and an intelligirce test.
3. Teach. the two groups in exactly the same way except that in one
group English w9rds derived from Latin are 'emphasized and in tfie
other the students are left to themselves to learn the derivatives from
the translations and the grammatical work.
4. A final vocabulary test is given to each. group,
In both the initial and the final vocabulary test only the words
&rived from the Latin are considered. In comparing the results of
the initial and the final tests two method; are used: One of these
compares the two groups as wholes, The tote vocabulary gain made
*A clear and helpful statenwnt on factors tbat must. be taken IntO consideration in

al control ezPoliment. Id given by- Sark, Ambrose L.: Thit fmlwcUre itettrosfnatioos of
.0"04tiasat method, pp. 35-40 Mliwiek aad. Yogis, 42154 flee alas Bibiktopaphp va
.
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by the group in which deriyatives are taught is compared with that
made by the other group. The difference betwéen these. represents
the advantage of one over the other. If the total gain of the first
group is 75 words and of the second is. 50 words. the s1!1)e1'i4ity of the
first over the seeond is 25 words. But when individual., scores are
compared, it is found that there is a tremendous variation in
individuals, and.Conelusions based on group results are not entirely
sat isfactory.

a

.

s

JI

al

Hence another method of comparison is usedthat of pairing
individuals having like characteristics. In this method two individuals of relatively equivalent mental .ability and vocabulary are compared with one another and the rehitive gain of each is taken as an
index of the superiority of one method over the other. The final
result is the average or meClian of the gains and losses of the pairs
(!ompared. Even this is not entii.ely satisfactory, for there is no
measurement of what lite group who gained in English vocabulary
lust in the aspects of the cofirse in Latin due to the concentration on
specific learning of derivatives as compared with what the other
group did not lose. It might well be that such loss would overbalance the things actually gained. Relative values must always be
taken into consideration in evaluating and putting into practice
results of investigations such as this one. Even though it is so
unsatisfactory, this illustration may serve to show something of the
difficulties involved in this type of problem.
McCall " deseribes another methodthafof rotationthat can be
used to good 'advantage with two groups. In this type of research
work the caution given on pages 12 and 13 should be emphasized..
Select for the first experimerit some extremely simple thing that has
obvioni results. After Otis has ben mastered a more oomplex one
may be attempted. An experiment that would be simple and helpful
might be the determination of 'which,of two different times for the
assigning of a lesson was more' effectilve, at the beginning of tht redtation or at the end. First try assi'gning the next lesson at the close
othe recitation period, Alien after continuing this for a certain
length of time try assigning it at the beginning.. Care should be
taken flat, the. assignments should all be of the same type. Each
method should be continued long enough to show certain results-say for a* month or longer. During the time careful notes should be
taken of the difficillties involved in assigning the lesson at-the particular time, of the effect upon the class in understanding the assignment, in remembering it, and in its usefulness as an aid to study.
The comparative achievement of the .class &wing and it the end, of
each period of time should be carefukr noted. All these obseiva",

.i!
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tions hould be reduced to writing and the final comparisons of the

two n thods of assignment should be made from an entirely unprejudiced point of view.
McCall recognizes and describes three methods of experifnpntation : (1) The one-group method: (2) the equivalent group method;
and (t) the rotation method. Definite suggestions are given by him
for methods of control of covditions and evaluation of results.
Finally, he states several experimental problems and fiives suggestions for their analysis. The teacher who wishes to engager in this
type of research should carefully study the sugigestions given by
McCall before beginning the experiment.
3. The philosophical type.The philosophical:type of research
*Oblein"was much nlore comnron some years ago when the study of
education or " pedagogy '-was consiJered merely a branch of philosophy. It still has; a very legitine place in educational research.
It is this type of. research that Monroe u has in mind when he says:
'In my judgment tihet:e is urgent need for a type of critical stpdy in the field
of .secondary education which is not included in the popular concept ofaednea-

tioual research, or at least its inclusipe is not explicit. The type of studies
which I have in mind are deduction rather than induction. For example, a
great deal of so-called research has related to supervised study, but a cr:tical
examination of the published reports reveals practically nothing concerning
the actual procedures that a teti_eherf should employ in directing learning outside of the recitation period. These procedures will not be discovered directly
by collecting and talmlating quantitative data. They Must 1)4 deduced from
tile laws of learning and the principles of teaching...AIt is perhaps true that as
yet our formulations of these laws and principles are not sufficiently complete,
so that the deductions will have n high degree of dependability, but tentative
deductions are at least possible. After the procedures which n teacher should
employ have been deduced there will. of course, be need for verification, which
In some cases should be experimental.

This type of research is probably seen in its purest form in mathematicaj research, where fhe investigator sets up a serie's of postulates
and proceeds to analyze these postulates andeto develop theorems nr
systems or draw conclusions. Often no objective data whatever are
used, and frequently no practical application of the conclusion is
attempted. The aceuracy of the research de,pends upon the validity
of the postulates, the accuracy of the analysis, and the particulate
element taken upon which the conclusions are based.
t of research might be vised in education for the solution
This
.of the problem of 'the place and function of interest in teaching.
This problem miiht be attacked from tht, historical point of view
alone. If this were doné, the problem would be to secure reliable
sources of educational practices in the past and the theories of edueatort in different stages of the history of education. Or it might
at Monroe, W. 8. : Quottd by Briggs In School Life, 11

:

p. 118., 1020:
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be attacked from the experimental.point of view and an effort made
to determine by actual experiment what are the results of the use
of interest in 9aching as comparea with results when interest is
not used.

.

However, if the problem were investigated by the philosophical
method,'2 the steps would be(1) A. clear statement of the concept
of interest as applied to teaching; (2) an analysis of the concept to
(ktermine the various elements involved; (3) thil appncation.of each
of these elements to the process of teaching to show what *elements
ar(. likely to be useful and what are not. and to make clear the
utility and the lim.itations of the concept as a whole and each element
in particular.
Tile chief point of difficulty are in the analysis of the concept ard
in the Allection and application of the elements to the process of
tPaching. It should be said thtit, even though these difficulties aTe
flotbe»Çu1I-sv surmounted, the validity of the conclusions depends en,
tiroly upon the accuracy of the original concept or postulale. If
this is not4valid. then no amount of apalysis or of reasoning will bring
'valid remits. Accordingly. extreme care must be taken in select.
ing 'and validating the origirtal rostl'llate. In doing this all the
methods of historical research may be used or those employed in
the survey type Of problem may be utilized. to discover what the
accepted concept or postulate may be. If this is not dom, the result
wiu be ent irely useless. However, it must be remembered that all
postulates; ind (concepts are mere hypotheses, valid only as they stand
the test of actual practice. On this account it is sometimes entirely
justifiable to accept its a basis for analysis some comPpt that ise not
generallynaccepted. If we took as our basis only such theories or
postularg. as are generally a('m)ted, no progress would be possible.
.

a

Progre

.

.

alb

r.

comes from new

Ideas, new concepts, new postulates.
Another point.should always be kept in. mind : Any philosophical
research in education should be followed by experimentation to des.6
tertuine the validity of the conclusion and to make clear its applica
tion to ed_ticational practice.
Another §lightly different phase of the philosophical type of re
search problem is found in the examinatiofi of current beliefs to
determine whether such beliefs are iyarranted in the light of facts
and principles that have already been accepted as valid or to deter.
mine what modificati9ns must be made in such beliefs in order to.
make them harmonize with facts and principle& We might take
for such a problem the current belief that the junior high school is
the khool for the adolescent. The first step would be to examine
the writings of men Who are considered authorities on the junior
u See %plea, Douglas: An ¡approach to the synthetic study of interest tra ethwattoe,
Warwick & York, 1021, where.1...a similar method is used.
.
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high school to see just what their belief is. Having-establifilied this
and formidated the belief, the next step is to determine by examination of authorities what is mean y "adolescent." Then would come
the investigation of facts alre
known regarding the v.arying ages
when adolescence begins,;. the distribution of students in various
stages of physioIogicafmaturity within the variqus grabs of school
as they now are; the assembly of facts regarding intelligence levels
of students to determine whether all boys and girls can profit by the-work of the juRior high school as now constituted; the examination
of the facts regarding the various achievements of pupils of the
same age and stage of physiological maturity; the analysis of facts
and opinions regarding what actual differences there iirt;. in attitudes
and interests between immature and maturing students. 'After these
,«
facts and principles were assembled and analyzed we would be in a
position to determine whether this belief that the junior high school
is the school of the adolescent is valid. Taking into
sideration
the variations in the ages of beginning adolescen
.wide ran ae
in intellige,nce levels and achievement in school subjects, We would
\ be in a position to describe modifications in the prilesent elementary
.

.

and junior high schools, if this belief were realry to be apepted.
In thies study there have been no new facts brought to lig&t, no new
material; presented, but real research has bean accomplished in assembling and analyzing facts and materials in the light of a certain
belief taken as a basis.
While this method is not often used exclusivy
. in educational research, it occupies an important place in many investigations. Indeed, it might be said that one of the greatest peeds of education
to-day is this type of research, in order that there may be developed
a real philosophy of education that takes into account the most up.

..

1,

i.

to-date contributions,of Modern scienCe.
It also has an important place in the evaluation of certain methods
and procedures in the classroom. A good &ample of this is found

in the evaluation of the Dalton and Winnetka plans, by W. H.
-Kilpatrick." This type of research problem possesses less value and
has more danger for the ordinary research student than any. other
type of problem described. It should seldom be undertaken by the
high-school principal or teacher.
4. The survey type.--ne (purpose of the survey type of investigation is to describe as accurately, objectively, and quantitatively as
possible a class, a 'school-, or a'school sptem---city, State, or National.

It usually traces relationships, indicates causes; and suggests im
provements.. It often empayq the historical method in determining
e

111~11w;friessfastor

.111)venty-fourtb Yearbook of the Nat. Society for the Study of Education4 Part II, pp.
213-277;
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the validity of data and the philosophical method Ç analyzing objectives and Qutomes. By its very nature it maies more frequent
use of statistical methods than any other type.

Examples of this type are found, in the various school surveys: In
Colvin and McPhail: " Intelligence of.seniors in the high schools of
Massachusetts ";14 J. H. Kelley's "Teachers' marks, tl*r variability
and standardization " ;15 O'aBrien's "A study of the school records of
pupils failing in academic or "commercial high-school subjects.",le
,This includvs the two types describ&Pby McCall as "descriptive investigations" and " causal investigations." It may readily be seen
t hat It is impossIbre in i)ractice to separitte the two.
The chief difficulties in this type are: .
1. Securing.reliable data, disciiminating between opinion and fact.
2. Selecting ierevant material, and distinguishing between useless
and unnecessary details and facts and factors that are really iin
portant.
3. Relating facts observed and results measured to peculiar conditions, in the school or locality; i. e., interpretipg conditions and results with reference to local needs and condi/fons.
4. Selecting standards of comparisonithat are valid for the. particular school.
5. Distinguishing between facts or conditions closely -related in
time and place and causal relationship.
6. Describing accurately and adequately the facts and conditioris
investigated.
In this type of investiiation very great care must be taken at all
stages. Many otherwise admirable saidies have been made valueless
by lack of care in securing reliable data. Facts must be obtained;
mere opinions alone will not suffice, and such opinions as are corksidered. must lave) evaluated with careftil discrimination. It often
takes much time and persistence lo get at the real facts, but unlesskhis
can be done the investigation is worthless. Great cáre must also be.
taken in interpreting facts and conditions and especially in folming
conclusions about the cause of a certain effect.
best scientists
are often led astray in this particular.
This is illustrated by the commonly accepted statement by clas,

u.

.

sicists that Latin provides mental training superior to that of an%
other subject. They base their conclusion upon' this unquestioned
'fact. College students who have taken twci or more years of Latin in
the secondary school attain,. on the whole, higher scholastict standing

than those who did not take Latin in the secondary school. Therejs
1

1441.

8 Elm ot Ilk inc. Bnl. 1924, No. O.
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=Columbia University Teachers College Contr. to Mc., No. 6e, 1914.
"O'Brien, Francis R : The ?VP:school fathom (Columbia University Teachers College
Contr. to.Educ., No. 102, 1919).
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no dispute about the fact as stated. The difficulty 'is regarding the
valility of the conclusion. The questiQn is this, Was the cause of

tiff, superior scholastic standing of the Latin students due to the
Latin they studied? Are tlftbre no other factors that may have caused
this? On investigation it is found that RS a group the Latin students
in our secondary schools are of a higher intellectual type than the
non-Latin-6tudents. This fallacy of selection tends entirely to vitiate
the conclusion. It does not *prove t4at Latin was not a cause, nor
does it prove that it was the cause.
..
Constant care must be exercised by everyone to avoid this kind of
mistake. In this type, as in every other involving the use of statistics, the investigator Aould thoroughly familiarize himif with the
'atItai4,rovéd stati
al method. It should also be said that thegxo.cise
`lof Nain cammo kense will often eilable one lost in the maze of
statistics to`find his way mkt and to avoid absurd statements. Not
long ao it was req9rted that two-tbirds of all the graduates of X
high school had failed in a ceitltin college; this was compared with
the record of Y high school, yvii*:w only onelhird had failed in the
in itution. On investig.raiiqi it was found that only 3 gradsame
41Wes of .°7 high school hecPattende4 the college afid 2 of them had
,
'failed.: I hitch. in the ease...4 \thi. Yi.frigh school. 60 had entered and
2Q had fail.ed: Query ; )Vhidi, gps .1,1* '1.)etter high school/ Can we
tell fr..oit titi data presented 4, ;-'-'
'
iiia6ther, ilanger, all too
a`ppft 4:.:.it if' mäny statisticaf sludies, is
i
v
that alaIting the average, iileili4ine...tspr mpde
A an adequate detrip..1
tiq or the achievpnent of a gremii7iif 4tident. Suppose two classes
in algbra i.are beiiiK comilpar0, 'Ilrkct
are used to measure the
itchievemeia
of\ the .tivo groups. .rThe ;
&lent scores of the two
.
groRps.were
as
follo'rs.
.
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achievement is the same for the
two classes, but ilk, sitteta this4 le two classes are essentially differetle. Class f is very ir.regillar, having some who havehigh achievement .'and others whp are very 10W. Class is much more' regular.
The irregularities of class 1 are very signiAckpt, tInd the cause should
bt carefully investigated. In both cases the entire distribution should
.al.wtkIN be shown. If the attempt is made to judge the efficiency of the
teachinsibit might be found that the methods employed by the teacher
of class I were filore effective bin stimulatilig the comparktively few
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who were very bright laid not so efficient for the other students. The
ones and spending most of the time on tVe dull ones. Whatever the causes may be,

I. teacher of class 2 qght be holding back the bright
_

the only safe procedure is to take th9 entire distribution of the
class into consideration. Taking the average serves only to obscure
the significant thingi.
Possibity the most .difikcult °phase of a survey investigation is obtaining data covering a serioF of years. It can not be too strongly
urged that records be carefully kept on all phases of t.he work of
le SChOOl anu as, care u y preserve( . For exam') e, we stouia liKe
very much to knoN what. effect the.junior,high school bas had upon
srhool enrolhneht, din atipn, ana overaponess in each grade. It is
practically impossible to cure- any reliable data pa these points
because of the lack of definite records before the iiktroditIction
of
0...
the junior high school and after. Prinaipals ia nd
.

r
should always be careful to make adequate records and i)reserve theism

The cate method of ineeXgation.--One of the metholls of investigation that has come into genera1 use witilin the past few years is
the case method. This method has been developed mostly in certain
phases of social work and has arisen because of the difficulty of secu
ing reliable data regarding individuals and because of the co
of the problem of diagnosis. It has come to occupy Et very important
place in education because every" edueat ional problem is a social problem and sooner or later niust gieal with individuals. At. present Alb

is used' most frequently in so-called problem cases ; thit is, in the
study of students who for various reasons are not properly adjusted
and in consequence cause trouble or are likely tp drop out of school.
While these problem cases come up first for conzi aeration, there is
every reason to bdieve that the same methods may lie used in studying other children and in diagnoing their problems.
The following oVine
. of the cAse metkod is adapted front the discussion by Morrison :"
,

I. Hympfom.s.Thè first step is always to get at the facts that indicate that%
he is a Dr.oblem case ; not his Wtory but the symptoms that have been noted.
This invotves finding his chrouological age, the marks received in various subjects, instances of misconduct, latenesses and\absences from school, etc.
All statements must be actually verified. They must be taken from school
.

records when possible and only first-hand information accepted. The infinomatloik thus obtained will often be sufficient to show that tile case is not a problem
one at all. Care should be taken here to exclude ail that does not have to deal
with present symptoms. History b valuable only as it throws light upon tho
causes of symptoms,. but when gatherinet data onlymptonis history should be
excluded. When the data are all in they should be written up carefully and
summarised.

'
.
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It Morrison, Henry C. : The practice of Main(' 1.4 the ;Feet
soaoof, pp. 018-639
(University of Chicago Press, 1926.) See also, Mavis, W. C. : Ps. adjssistest ,61
Wove and eager Mgh school.. (Heath, 19264 A
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H. Examination.With the symptoms noted, more precise information
regarding the ease is obtained by various tests and examinations. These are,
of course, Relected witif reference to the need4 of the particular case. Some
of these are here given:
A. Psychoephysieal.

1. Vishmnormal.
2. IIearhignormal.
3. Coordination ( neuronms(ular)no good tests are available but

careful observation Nvi I 1 give helpful data.
4. Speech--norand.
B. Health.
1. Vital index (height-weicht ratio).
a
2. Nutrition.
3. Teeth.
4. General physical condition.
C. Educational.
Standard tet4 of various kinds suitable to the grade of the pupil.
These are to be used to disivover any fundamental wpnknesses in his
previous training and also to check up on the marks he has received.
D. 3Ientality.
General intelligence te4t.
It is best to give several types in order to avoid accidental renits.
Hcalth and p1ayxien1 hi8tory.-----Very careful awl exact information should
be obtaine0. not only of serious illnesses, scarlet 4ever, measles, etc., but of
other illnesses and Operations' for adenoids, tonsils. and any accidents that may
have affected the health or resistalwe. If possible. n vomplete recliord of growth
in height and weight and physiological maturity shoulti be obtained and carefully recorded.
IV. 'School history.
A. Promotions.
B. Kind Af work done.
p.

C. Changed locationhome and school.
D. Quality of schools attended.
E. Relation with tndividual leachers,
V. Family history.
A. Ancestry. parents, brothers and sisters. nathmalityl. mental aqd

criminal history,

e.tc.

B. Economic status and history.
The previous and present financial and economic situation of the
family.
C. Cultural resources of the home.
Education and training of parents, books, music. and cultural
atmosphere of the home.
D. Relation withIQ the homewith parents and brothers and sisters.
E. Attitude of parents toward society.
F. Adjustment of parents to American standards.
G. Control exercised by parents of children
"
Kind and amount of control.
VI. Socha hiRtory and eontaets.The Pupils' social background
outside the
school and the home.
A. MIMI and Sunday schools Boy Scouts, etc.
B. Associates.
C. Summer camps.
b. Gang affiliations.
E. Abnormal sex history.
F. Court record.

-

.

4

.
.
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VII. Diagnosis.--This is the working hypothesis of the cause or explanation
of the symptoms or the probledi and results from a careful analysis of all the
data obtained. it is not necessarily delayed until all- the evidence Is in, for
guesses or hypotheses are actually being made and leads followed up at many

stages, but the final dragnosis is not actually made until the evidence is in.
PoFisibly the better statement would be that every guess or lead is followed until

the worker is reasonably sure from the evidence that it is correct.
VIII. TreatmentOut of the 'diagnosis grows the definite systematic treatment. It ofte , happens that the treatment shows that the diagnosis .was not
correct. In t , case we must go back for further investigationi, In one sense
. the treatnwnt may be considered as a step in verification of the hypothesis; in
another it is itself a guess or an hypothesis set up as a possible- remedy that
itself neeJs verification by the final step.
,

41.

V. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The questionnaire method has been so generally used and so often
misused that special consideration will here be given to it.
In the first place let us remember that the questionnaire is often a
lazy man's method of getting alleged information that could be mneh
better obtained in some other way. It is easy to sit down in the quiet
of one's study an d. make out questions for some one else to answer.
But such a method.is very wasteful of the time and energy of the one
to whom it is sent find is frequently wasteful of the time of the maker,
for these questionnaires not infrequently find their way inio the
waste-paper basket, and. many of them should. One has no right to
take the time of some one else in answering questions wlwn be himself
can find the angwer elsewhere. Nor, on the whole, can he consistently
ask some one to spend his valuable tiniò in work that will not presumably prove of 'a1iic to him or his school. After he has decided
upon the data he wishes, lie should search through all available material to tiee whether these data can not be obtained through printed
reports. If they can and he does not lim'e the reports, he should
send fill- them and get the dada for himself. If the data given in the
reports are not in the exact form in which he wishes them, he should
ckange his own plan to fit the form used, where this is-possible.
When he has exfiausted all available matefial and feels that he
musto resort to the questionnaire method, let him observe the following directions and suggestions :
1. Make the questionnaire as brief and Concise as possible. Onepage questionnaires are much more frequently, answered than those
of 2, 3, or 4 pages.
2. Organize it so that it an be answered thècks or by the inser
tion of a minimum number of wo
gures.
3. Be careful of the 'wing. Leave enough space for the answer.
4. Ask only for the information actually intended for use. The
greater part of many questionnaires is never used and serves merely
to clutter up the study.
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5. Formulate ,-.)ci:".._;;,..js )11 s thti
*ill have identically the
same meaning t _,
o(y
tins
yt;
and,ibifnecessary, give
..,!
., r t.
,
i
specific defi m i i)'
t't-, inf
lip. 1
J
4- ,
6. Questionllaii'e *oulif cirdi ally van for.' (wets, not 0 ) ions.
.
SuchAuestions aiv,m6re finyotly answ(.9'e'd,- ttlkt1 less tin ;, of the
one -NM fillA thcinagut,iand;Npe'aii)r.e reliable.' :
,
T. Whom litfilgment's or vjxinis are asked,! the questions should be
FO trained.
to' exdudeidogniatic answers Uised on, einthusiasm and
o1ini6ns, anal() aissuré Mi6ctive
thinkiiiap... So far/ast possible ()bier-.
..
-five evidence for jlidgmonts s1Ìom111 be. cal Id for:,,Examphbs of two
' possible methods are here given in on jo !mile this clear. The
general object i; to find the o inion
temiters on the following
problem: " Shadd 14-year-old, f).11 of Itigh intelligence he promoThed .into
junior lligh ebot-T een though they may not have
°.
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work of tlie-Rixtlp grade ?

GAO iem.---"..Shonl 14-year-old pupils of high intelligence be
r 'CA into the j
nor high school reaardless of their mastery of
,r-P ":-: ject aatterr" Such a question if submitted to a faculty would
ordinarily-be a0Pred in the negative, because of the shock to
sv4i6blmaster attitudes, and accordingly
. should be avoided.
',Second form2."Assuming that reasonable facility in reading the
-enthi grade mathematics books, seventh grade history books, seventh grade scien.ce books is essential to success in the seventh grade;
and assuming that certain Abilities in computation, spelling, penmanship are essential to success in the seventh grade, the question is:
Is anything else essential to success in the :-.4eventh grade'? Name
such knowledge and skills as tire necessary to.success in (he seventh
,:sif

-

,,,,

.

_

.

(Trade."

t...,

" Assuming reasonable facility in the above-mentioned knowledges ana skills, the question is: Shnuld 'pupils who ar4 14 years
of age, of high intelligence, be promoted regardless of whether .they
have completed the work a the sixth grade?"- With this °wording
of the question there could probably bp more reflective thinking as
a basis for answering the question, and the conclusions would be,
therefore, more valiernan those based on the first form.
8. Before sending out any questionnaire it should go throilizit the
following stages:
(a) Very careful formulation by the- author wad arrangement in the form to be used.
. (b) Submission to some expert for advice and correction.
(e) Try-out on teachers or others not primarily coneerned--(lisinterested persons.
(d) A try-out of the revised questionnaire on a group as
.

s

nearly like the ones to whom it is to be sent asa
These try-outs will often show the in-

possible.
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accuracies of statement, the equivocal questions, and
other undesirable features that can be correceed before the questionnaire is actually sent out for replies.
9. Be Fure that each copy is clear and readable.
10. Always state clearly the purpose of the investigation.
11. Be sure that the 'investigator's name* address are clearly
given on the questionnaire.
12. Provide a place for the signature of the one who fills out the
questionnaire, together with his position and the date of filling it
out.

13. Provide an extra copy !-o that the pri'ncipal furnishing the
data may have. 011 file ill his office a copy of the data collected.
14. A. -()i f-ziddrek.!..ed envelpe inclosed With the questionnaire will
often bring good results
15. Send a copy ot the result of the investigation to each one who
fills out the glic:-tionnaire.

VI. REPORTING RESEARCH
After the investigation has been made comes the report or writing
This is very important.. Many
DO contribution and do not. ailed
educational practices either because they are never reported at all
or because of faulty, inadequate descriptions. Consequently, great
are should be taken in reporting all edueationaLresearch.
In general, the report 1:hou1d hA of s.uch a nature as give the
reader a clear idea of the problem, the methods of prockiure, the
limitations, the data used. and the Ooncluskins. For convenience,
the f9llowing outline of ,desirable procedure is given:
(a) State clearly the purpose and limitations of the investigation.
This constitutes not only its scope but akso its .contribution in the
field where there have been other researches.
(b) Describe the methods, sources used, and mechanics in the
investigation.
(c) In the body of the report include the discussion, tabulation,
and graphic representation of the data of the research.
(d) State the findings, conclusions, and recommendations as far
as the research warrahts.
(e) Place in an appendix any ma erial that is illustrative or
explanatory and is not needed in the boty of the report.
,(f) 'Reports should include a complete bibliography of all sources
used. This should include caretul annotations indicating the nature
of each source. The items of the bibliography should be properly
classified and systematically arranged.
up the method and the results.
invaluable r.esearch,situdjes niaké

,

el

s.
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(g) As a general rule, a report should have a table of contents,
a separate list of tables charts. and diagrams, and, when of con-

Al II&

siderable length, an index.

VII. SUMMARY OF SUGGESTIONS AND
DIRECTIONS
1: Examine your school administration, curriculum. methods, and
personnel to find some outstanding difficulties or inathbquacies that
will serve as research problems.
'2. Select a problem that will make a difference Nvhen it is solved,
the solution Qf which will tend to improve practices in the yhool.
3. Investigate carefully to see what scientific' research has already
been done on the particular problem which you have selected. It
/my have already been snled, but ev.en if it has, other ;inlilatstudies might well be made to tesi the conclusions of the studios
already made. If it ha s. not been solved, such an investigation will
oftenvive valuable suggest ionA regarding methods of prbeedure.
4. Before beginning research on any Problem, think it through
carefully, define it clearly, relate it to the larger problem of which
it is a part, and formulate it definitely, subjekt of course, to revision.

5. After you have selected a problem that looks promising, obtain
the criticism and advice of some expert in the field with' which von
are dealing before actually undertaking it.
6. Many large problems should be broken up into units, each
unit covering a specific phase of the larger problem. In this way
the problem is made more specific, and each unit is narrowed down
to a small enough field so that it can be attacked directly. For your
fir§t, study select as simple a problem as you can find.
e.
7. Consider and evaluate all possible methods of attacking your
problem before determining upon the procedure 'which you are to
follow. One method of attack often brings quicker results; another,
results that are more accurate. For your particular purpose, which
is the best method to follow?
8. Define and state your technique so. clearly that it can not be
misunderstood, and so that some, one else could duplicate it and
thoropghly check the results by repeating your investigation in a
different situation.
f). Tfie meehod of procedure or attack should be carefully outlined.
If statistical calculation is invoked, it should be according to accepted mathematical Procedure.
IA In the minor issues that arise, do not lose sight of the major

.

-

problems.

-44-:

12.

11. When making comparisons, be sure thgt the data used
comparable.
"'"4

.
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12. Differentiate clearly between what is fact and what is nwre
opinion.;
13. When opinions are given, they should be signed by the people
wfio contribute them.
14. Exercise great care in the use 6f the questonnaire method;
unless carefully safeguarded it will not secure results that are trustworthy.
15. Avoid the error of drawing general conclusions fro)u data that
are inadequate.
16. In many sttOies all the educational oittcomes must be taken
into consideration. It might not be sufficient to consider only one
outcome in
procedure.

determining the effect of

a

particular method. of

17. If there are weaknesses in yo ur method of attack, point them
out; if you worked -whir limitations, point these out; state what
possible inaccuracies there may be in your findings. Honest conclusions result only from honest consideraMn of all the facts and
Condit ions.

18. Renwmber that all scientific conclusions -are tentative: at best
they are hypotheses that will, it. is true, furnish the basis for action,
-but must be modified or rejected upon evidence of their inadequacy.
19. Be sure to test your tentative conclusions by practical situations.and modify hem in such a way as to secure peactical results.
20. If in a )sition where this is possible, see'that the solution is
made a Permanent part of the work of the school so that the improved results they be actually secured.
21. In reporting your research consult the pamphlets listed in this
bulldin and make sure that yoti use the forms listed as most desirable. Make use of graphic methods in your presentation when.
.
ever this will make the meaning more definite and clear.

,

VIII. RESEARCH 4GENCIES AVAILABLE FOR THE
.PR1NCIPAL AND TEACHER
1. National Committee on Research in Secondary Education.
Chairman, J. B. Edmonson, University of Michigan; secretary, E. E.
Windes, 13ur6au of EducdOon, Washington, D. C.
This committee is composed of repre katives of the leading agencies
in the country dealing with secondary e cation. It works in cooperation
witb the United States Bureau of Education and is ahvays ready to assist
in Oromotinglducational researcli I.)y suggestion and advice and by actual
cooperation.

2. National Education Association, Research Department) John
K. Norton, d Director of Research, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW.,
Washington, D. C.
l
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This department is constantly engaged in research in tbe entire field of
education and stands ready to assist research workers to the limit
of its
facilities..

3.% Bureaus of research in Stak departmelits of education:
Wherever a 'State department of Oucation has established
bureaus of
research, they ean he relied *upon for assistance. In many cases where
there is no bureau of research much help can be obtained by communieating with members of the staff who are specialists in the various
fields.
4. Bureaus of research in eity school systems.
Many cities have .now established bureaus or Alepartments of reoarch
in connection with thi ir school systems. The directors of these
bureaus
Ìar always ready to givse friendly advice and criticism
research workers
cities where no research facilities aft available.
5. Colleges and universitie:-..
The principal and teacher can always rely upon professors of
edhcation
and directors of research in universities and colleges to give needed
advice
--------sand direction on various phases of researelpprobleins.
.

F
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The Report
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Types of Research Studies in the Field of Secondary Edur
1. Historical

(1) Grizzell, E. D. Origin and development of the 11,1 selvol in New Eng,

land before 1865. New York, Macmillan Co., 11M
4
An examination into the origin and political. economic, and social influences
that brought the high school into being in New England. The study ascribes the
origin of the high school tp American influences.

(2) Mkldlebrooks, John E. A history of the rise and fall of the academies
in Tennessee. Master's 'thesis, George Peabody College for Teachers,
1923.

Points out the important facts about the academies in Tennessee; the p.urposes
for which they were established; their means of support.; their plan of organization and administration; their estahliAlynent and distribution; and the causes
for their decline.
.

(8) Stoddard, James A. Background of secondary eduention in South Caro-

lina. University of South Carolthn. Bulletin No. 150, November 4, 1924.
A study from original sources of ihe development of seconda
education in
Iliouth Carolina. The colonial, post-Revolutionary, post-ConVde
War, and
postwonstructioepetiods ate studied.

(4) Stout, John E. The development of high school curricula

the North

C6tral States from 1860 to 1918. University of Chicago. Supprementary
gducational Monograph No. 15, 1921.
.
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R. Experimental

(1) Brown, W. S., and Worthington, J. N. Supervised study in Wisconsin high
schools. School Reviez, 32 : 603-12, October, 1924.
Describes nn experiment designed to secure objective data on the comparative
merits of supervised study and the class recitation plan. Interprets results as

favorable to supervised. study.

(2) Alderman, Grover IL Lecture method. versus the question and answer
method.

School Review, 30: 205-9, March, 1922.

Presents results of an experiment in an Iowa high schoh.showing
values of lecture and question-ami-answer method. Pupils ranked comparative
in higher
quartile profited 'molt by leeture method.

(8) Blair, Vevia,a and others. An experimenthl course in senior high school
mathematics. Teachers College Record, 22: 394-414. November. 1921.
Outlines and analyzet; content of an experimental course In senior high school
mathematics developed in the Horace Mann School. Th'e old and new courses in
grade 10 were run parallel and comparisons wade.

(4) Branson, Ernest P. An experiment in arrangIng high-school sections on
the basis of general ability. Journal of Educational Research, 3:53-5,
January, 1921.

Niue hundred pupils in the eighth grades and two classes in the high school
of Long Reach, Calif., schools were tested with the Otis group scale. Conclusion
reached that the course of study should be examined with the needs of weak
Classes In
nnd that the grunting.of credits and the system of credit bookkeeping and program planning should be made elastic

4,

s

e

(5) Gates, Arthur I. A modern systematic versus an oiportunistic method of
teaching. Teachers College Record, 8: (F9-700. April, 1926.
This study is especially helpful tn theOdescription of methods used to secure
two groups that are equivalent and in the frank statement of limitations of results
found.
3. Philosophical

(1) Cox, P. W. L. Curriculum adjustments in secondary schools. Chapters
v--XIV. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1925.
Illustrates a phnosophicn1 research checked by practices.

O

(2) Guthrie, Edwin R. The paradoxes of Mr. Russell, Lancaster, Pa., New
Era Printing Co, 1915.
.

A study in the field of philosophy well illustrating the method.

(3) Suhrie, Ambrose L. The inductiye determination of educational method.
Warwick & York, 1915.
(4) Woples, Douglas. An approach to the syntkietic studfrof interest 111 education. Warwick & York, 1921.

Finrrey

(1) Almack, John C., and Almack, James L. Administration problems connected with gifted children. Educational Administration and Super-

vision, 8:#12%-36, March, 1922.
A study óf superior students, Juniors and seniors, In high schools of Eugche,
Oreg. Fifty-one students selected out of 726. Army alpha administered, followed
by Otis group test. Standard correlation between Army alpha and Otis was
0.195 (boys) find 0.069 (girls). Eight per cent of grades 7 to 12 were found
miperior. Concludes that it is easier to discover these individuals than to make
, satisfactory provision for them.
(8) Dement, Altee L. Values in extra-curricular organizations in the hrgh
school. School Review, 32: 40-48, January, 1924.
['regents data for 25 California high schools, showing, the ilumber of school
4100
organisations; the form of maRagement employed; tbe purpose of each organiu
9

,
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tion-,.,.the extent to w1Pich lawns participate; the accomplishments of the organizations ; the approximnte amount of time given to school ormmizations; and the
eost of maintaining t he organization:4.

(4) Engelhardt, N. L., and o11srr8. Report of the survey of the public-school
system of the town of Stamford, Conn. School year 1922-23. Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Cluipters of tlw report of InterAt in secondary edia-ation ant: The teaching
staff ; secondary education; English in the high school; the teaching of mathennitics; industrial arts ; fine arts; vocational edileation -and household nrts education; Americanization ClIasses for the foreign horn ; the present scbool plant ;.the
city of Stamford and its school-building problem; the sclftkol-building program;
itt
school financing and school osts in Stamford.
(5) Moore, Harry II, Stntu%of certain social studi( in higti svhools. WashS. Bureau. of 'Educaington, I). C., Colernment Printing Oflice, 1922.
tion. Bulletin, 1922, No. 45.
A study basod on an inquiry addressed to 1 3,000 high schools, including all
four-yenr high schools and vow of the large two and three year schools. More
than 6,600 teports wore received. Data collected on number of schools offering
the varimN ouses, methods of preFenting courses, enrollment in each, criticisms,
ete. Civics, economics, sociology, current events, and miscellaneous courses are
studit d

.-41411.6.,

(6) Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools. Committee re*port. Aptil 11. 1925. Student mortality in secomlary Mid higher schools
of the Inland Empire.
.

medium-sized high schools, with a total freshfor n four-year period. and from 16 idither
ptipils,
1
0.'4)5
4.nreilment
of
mnu
institutions showing tendencks In elimination.

Analyzes dnta from 10 I

(7)

Strayer,!George Draytiiii. mu/ Haig. Robthrt Murray. The financing Dr
education in the Stnte' of Now York. New York. Nlatmillan Co.. 1923.
(Educational FinalleP Inquiry Commission. Publications, vol. 14
An 4' xlmtttivi. analysis on the bAsis of statistical maternib4 of the financial
problem of ducit:on lii hc State of New York and re--:0-arcof for meoting tho
program.

C.,
(8) Surey of the schools of 'Wilinington, Del. Part 2. Washington, D.BulGovernment Printilm Office, 1921.
letin, 1921, No. 2.)

('U. S. Bureau of Education.

Coll tnins chnpt!T on* secondary education. Status of secOndary education ; two
white, *one colored; percentage school population in high
school: holding power; retardation and failures ; curriculums; teachers; administration and supervision ; buildings and equipment.

.high schools, one

.

(9) Clement, John A., and Clement, J. H. Summary of organization And administration of 40 junior high-school systemg Of Kansas. Educational
Administration nnd Supervision, 8: 137-42,741arch, 1922.

()Ives results of a questionnaire study of junior high schools of Kansas. Presents
data on school population: enrollment, date and plan of organization ; method of
mmotion ; credit recording and classification of pupils; teaching periods vet
day; length of recitation, and plan of supervbed study ; experience, training, and
4
salary of teachers; housing and control Are introduced.

o

